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Mode Locking of Semiconductor Laser with External Cavity

by Qin Xiaorong, Fang Tao, Zeng Hansheng, Gao Yizhi
(Qingnua University)

Paper receavea on September 1, 1986.

-Modr. ioctinlg of semiconductor laser with externa
cavity h:as been observed by optoelectronic
f eedba: -1 4----

I 1l t:-;C - a. few years, the super-short pulse ger ;e <: :

sem~ :TCon u~r laser (iD is extremely encouraging. Tie sj c:s

this sort of' device are siai ll; it -an be appiAed in the fieic.- u:

rider op :(c coiri. nicat-ions, high speed electronics, ano resp,'s-

time inspecton for a detector as well as time dorrain meur.w:

for fiber optic,;. Trlere are three types of super-snrt inr 5

enorat a n{ meth- os for a sehiconductor: 1. Locking moue o*:

semiconductor Laser with external cavity. When a moouiate;

alternaling current (AC), frequency 1, flows across a

semiconductor laser, and if t, is equal to or inte.er times of tr ,

frequency of the longitudinal mode, an active .locKing mode can or-

achieved [1]. A passive locking mode can be accomplished by usini.

an aged LD or an LD whose end surface has been subjected to proton

bombardment [2. 2. Direct electric excitation [3> A stipnr-9nnrt

light pulse can be obtained due to gain switching effects when ,
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strong current of Tens time-- the pulse width or a s-tror-( sirne

current is app)) iccd to) a L-D. 3. COptcelectronic feedbarK L4.

Af ler tne, output I ight f rom a sel f-pulsing LD is ronveriu tc)1' :!

electric signa"l by passing it through a phiotodiode, trie signlAi .

then amplified and fedback to the LD, an optical pulse of 10) 20

can then be obtained (as shown in Fig. 1). The optical and tric

power supply systems are simplified by adopting this method;

however, a strong self-pulsing LD is required.

It is dnF-\;atabre to have impurity and defects existinEg d ;

semiconductor crystal which forms elEctron traps in 'tre fort:,ic..cw'n

ba -1,7 When a po:z-o ve current flows across the semiconducltor, u

eiertrcn populationl Increases in the conduction bana, at tn-

time, the electron -trap will be able to catch some electrons.

electron caughtc by tne trap can escape from it and jumps to toe

cc)ndut io .na anrl 31fter abso_-rbing a photon, which increases, tne

carri er oen.ity. The higher the light intensity, toef larger-r

e I'ffect. Moreover, the elect ron trap can ca~c'n addit icna'

electrons while tne electron in the clondition band MaKPes. I

non--radiant 'Jumrp to the valence band. The physical processes

stateo above, as well as the saturating gain effect, can inmuce at'

periodical adjustment of the carrier density in the LI), and

consequently generate a light pulse (as shown in Fig. 2). The

pulse amplitude depends upon the electron trap density, 'T. i IT

is too small, the pulse will be too weak to be detected .This

sort of LI) can not be used in an optoelectronic feedback to

genlizrate a super-snort pul se.
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Fig. 1 The block diagram of Fig. 2 Illustration of a
the optoelectronic feedback self-pulsing process.
princip.) e. n: electron density, *: pr,ozc:
Key: (i) Photodiode; density,. T: empty electror:
(2) Microwave amplifier, trap density, t: time.

This paper presents a super-short pulse generating method rv

feeding tne light-induced pulse, which is generated by ;-j

semiconductor laser with external cavity, back to the Lb after

passin. through an optoelectronic conversion. When an externaH

cavity is formed by an LD and an external mirror, an oscillatiri7

gain in the I.D will be established by the periodic photo feecr; --

and the ele-tronic trap effect, and consequently create an inoIr,-.

seIf-pu-s3ng. The cavity length has a direct bearing on tii:.

frequency, amplitude and pulse width of the induced sell-pu n.

[71. The seif-puising wi>, be suppressed when the pulse is

short. The self-pulsing strength can be increased if the cavity

is over a certain length. Even for those LDs without a

self-pulsing, a stronger self-pulsing can be obtained after an

external cavity is attached. The test has proved that an LD wii(

be able to generate an induced self-pulsing generally after an

external cavity is added. Therefore, the concept of the

optnelectronir- feedback method for a semiconductor laser with an
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external cavity makes sense. i'hc- frequency of the in lo.tct:

sel f-pu.s'ing, mc,2L, L. i the e-,terna ,-evity ]enf;l:.

light speed, m = 1, 2. 3 ....... the magnitude of m depeno- o:; i

cavity engtn anci the current. The frequency of the feenh!arr,

electric-. pulse will be equal to or integer times of the frequen.:yv

of light which travels back and forth in the external cavity. 7f

the feedback is stronE enough, an active mode-locking effect,

be achieved. The mechanism of creating an induced self-pulsing :

sj.u !a To :,:t OC eTct y the same as the passive OCKn oo

in an ee , t he 1ok i rig condi tion can be shown on

m] ornw~vW spectrum. W-en it has not yet been ioci<eo, tthe

microwave spectrum Is wioo because the frequency intervaj.s; C1 i:.:-.

]ongituninoi mode are not even. Tihe spectrum wiaqto w: "

narrowing w-:,. i heing locked. The experiment shows tha;:.rt ;r- e

nrlitul n. me wJ i loc.ecn when the strength of t;e iCJt:,

sel.-pulsing increases to a certain level, and this incucex'

self -. u.o w"..I )be converted to a passive lock.ing. oe. iT

-el r7:- tr, .tty in an Lr is high, or the cdenr y o

sa t rr)t .1np a.-,rrt ion renter is i ncreased by using an urt i ic

h: SnI I a s'l:. a. 7) 1roton bornbardment, etc. , the passive iocing rrf7 c

car, be obtained. Thus the optoelectronic feedback can lean t-o an

active-passive self-adjusting locking mode.

The experiment setup is illustrated in Fig. 3. A strip

GaAIAs bi-impurity LD which has been through the photon

bombardment treatment is used in the experiment. The length (-f

tne scif-foc,:us is 0.23 pitch, and the reflection mirror M,
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coated with trIe full reflective medium. The current trte.,

the L.D itse;F is 74 mA, and it oecornes , = 70 mA after a

cm external cavity is formed. A dynamometer is usec to r.ri:.r

the coupling effect of the external cavity. A Textronic 4-,. -

spectrometer is also used to view the self-pulsing frequenCy. T.-

spectrum of the induced self-pulsing basically reflects the

microwave spectral frequencies of the various modes of the outT,1r

light. After the light signal is converted to an electrical

signal in '_-ie AiD i, it is then amplified and fed to toe hL,. Tri

signal is amplified 20 dB in the range of 300 550 Mvi..

i2.) Dynamometer; .3) Se f-ir.,cu

ens; (4) Spetrorreler; (SI Amplfier,

TrLe L.1 itself used in the experiment has no setf-pusip; nwy

the wide band noise can be detected in the spectrometer. FiE-ure

4a and 4c show the microwave spectrum of the induced self-pulsJng

of the semiconductor laser with a L - 34cm external cavity, when

the device is subjected to various current conditions. The

self-pulsing frequencies are 430 MHz and 436 MHz, and their

spectral wioth, Af are 18 MHz and 5 MHz, respectively. Figure 4r.

and 4-1 show the microwave spectrum which has passed throul-h an

opteiectronic feedback. It clearly indicates that tne pu.se

5%
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amplitude is noticeably increased after the pulse has paz, tk

througri thne optoelIect 1ronic feedback-. Tr-ie microwave spe-iTZrc

width, 6r is reouced f1rom 18 M111z to 2 MH7 ano from 5 Mii- t(-

KHz, respecziveiy. Tris phenomenon indicates ioneg_.hUOina, r.

locking. When the longitudinal mode is fully locked, the lower

limit of df should be equal to the the line width of the

longitudinal mode. Tne line width of the longitudinal moos of

semiconductor laser with a flat external cavity whose length, L is-

approxi-a-ley several centimeters and is approximately 3 .:;wi.

is cietermi .c' 'by us-ingp the autodyne method. The microwave htanc'

widthr after the optoelectronic feedback obtained in The ne>kric

is close to the linE width of the longitudinal mode. OwInFg 1o

time lag effect of the feedbacik signal, both pulse eo-se:

before an:: af^ter feedback are slightly different.

(b)

Cc) (d)

Fig. 4 An induced self-pulsing and the microwave spfec-truii.
of the output light after the optoelectronic feedback.
(a), (b) X-axis 5 MHz/grid, Y-axis 500 microV/grid;
(c) X-axis 5 MHz/grid, Y-axis 10 DB/grid;
(d) X--axis 2 MHz/grid, Y-axis 1.0 DB/grid.

Figure 5a, 51b show the variations of both the pulse arrp ji tIe

A ,ancd mic-rowav& band' width, 46f, along with the input c-urre-ni,
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I for ootn cases witn feedbacK and without feedbacrk. T
b

curves in.Jncate tnat (1) tr-ie pu] ., amplitude anc : ",-

wia-n are reiaTeo To trhe input current when the cavity Ieop-,

fixed. life ruaximurri puise amplitude and the minimum miernw-ve

width can be obtained at a certain current value. Under this_

current, the positive carrier density reaches the optimum when zr-o-

feedback light pulse in the external cavity rushes to the LD.

the current. is too small, the carrier density still reaches the

optimu- con ition when the light pulse arrives, ann tnen: tr. :.

amplitun,-' wil be Pow. The low amplitude is not suffirie, ;

look the nearny tongitudinal mode interval at the pea: Tr*-qUi,,y

of toe seif-pI:ing; therefore, the microwave harnc2 wjr I

larger. f toe current i- too great, the carrier den.i ty r:-

reached it- optimum condition before the light pulse arriv.:, a?.:

form'- an excited radiation. Part of tne carrier is exhauster w,.

Tie ]ight pulse arrives, thus the light pulse is wider, a.nn i1*:

anmrhitucie is smr= I er. (2.) The optoelectronic feedback maKr t-,

pY s_ amr - i, n: rease ano microwave spec:trum o ecreas-

not i, eac Iy consequent iy, mode locking 1s reached at tne o I

condition. We:n the pulse amplitude is too small becau -E oF t;re c

wear.: feedac-, siEnal, the feedback effect is not noticeanie.

Conclusion: The noticeable narrowing of the microwave

spectrum explains the mode locking phenomenon which occurs when

the optoelectronic feedback is sufficiently strong. A second

order harmonic relating method or a strip camera can be used to

rasure the puIse width in order to positively identify the---
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locking condition. After testing several LDs, tho ,,.:

that most of the _LDs possess a reiative:y strong induceo

self-pulsing at i GHz. A better result can be achievedi 1;

amplifier is used and its magnifying power is increaseo. n.-.&

experiment shows that an induced self-pulsing can be ob.taine fr<::.

the LD, which originally has no self-pulsing, after an extprnal

cavity is formed; therefore, the optoelectronic feedback methoci

for generating an induced self-pulsing is significant. If trie

sernic,:CfolCj:icr laser with an external cavity reaches tr e p-sive

lorkinji tonoe, a I active-passive self-adjustinE_ locri ng ,-io.n., w'I.,

occurs owing to ihe autormatic matching between the acjus 'i '

frequency ano cavjity iengtn, can be achieveri after the
o:,t{ e,-:t on!,- e <b .<. ( / - " '

I %

:3g I' 
Th7ai t o f t e p ls m l t d , A , a <

mi r w v.se t a wi t ,I s

48 i I

5 C6

Fig. 5 The variation of the pulse Amplitude, A', anr
microwave spectral width, Af, vs. .

-A*--. ~-- . W6/. 0 -- without optueie-t roriic
feedbarzk, x -- with optoeiectronic feedback)
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